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Embrace tranquil simplicity, rustic elegance, and imperfect beauty. Diane
Durston’s meditation on the Japanese philosophy of wabi sabi will inspire you
to focus on the blessings hiding in your daily life. Celebrating the way things
are rather than how they should be, Durston encourages you to bask in the
subtle joys of the natural world and cultivate an appreciation for everyday
objects. Step back from the hectic modern world and find enjoyment and
gratitude as you explore the ancient and powerful concepts of wabi sabi.
“Lisa See begins to do for Beijing what Sir Arthur Conan Doyle did for turn-ofthe-century London or Dashiell Hammett did for 1920s San Francisco: She
discerns the hidden city lurking beneath the public facade.” –The
Washington Post Book World In the depths of a Beijing winter, during the
waning days of Deng Xiaoping’s reign, the U.S. ambassador’s son is found
dead–his body entombed in a frozen lake. Around the same time, aboard a
ship adrift off the coast of Southern California, Assistant U.S. Attorney David
Stark makes a startling discovery: the corpse of a Red Prince, a scion of
China’s political elite. The Chinese and American governments suspect that
the deaths are connected and, in an unprecedented move, they join forces
to see justice done. In Beijing, David teams up with the unorthodox police
detective Liu Hulan. In an investigation that brings them to every corner of
China and sparks an intense attraction between the two, David and Hulan
discover a web linking human trafficking to the drug trade to governmental
treachery–a web reaching from the Forbidden City to the heart of Los
Angeles and, like the wide flower net used by Chinese fishermen,
threatening to ensnare all within its reach. “A graceful rendering of two
different and complex cultures, within a highly intricate plot . . . The starkly
beautiful landscapes of Beijing and its surrounding countryside are depicted
with a lyrical precision.” –Los Angeles Times Book Review “Murder and
intrigue splash across the canvas of modern Chinese life. . . . A vivid portrait
of a vast Communist nation in the painful throes of a sea change.” –People
“Fascinating . . . that rare thriller that enlightens as well as it entertains.”
–San Diego Union-Tribune A Finalist for the Edgar Award for Best First
Mystery A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
A real estate agent fears she’s killing others with her mind in this
supernatural thriller by the New York Times–bestselling authors of
Something Wicked. The Greatest Terrors Elizabeth Gaines Ellis is an ordinary
suburban wife and mother. That’s what she tells herself as she flits between
her realtor job, yoga class, and caring for her daughter, Chloe. But for
months now, Elizabeth has worried that she’s far from normal . . . that she’s
somehow the cause of a series of brutal, horrible deaths. Are The Ones Her
mean-spirited boss. A bullying traffic cop. Her cheating husband. Elizabeth
had reason to be angry with them all. She didn’t mean for them to die. No
one will take her fears seriously—except the private investigator prying into
her past . . . Too Close To See The more scared and angry Elizabeth
becomes, the higher the death toll grows. But those who wrong her aren’t
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the only ones in danger. Because others have secrets too, and a relentless
urge to kill without mercy or remorse . . . Praise for the series “Superb . . . A
masterpiece of romantic suspense with enough twists and turns to keep the
reader eagerly anticipating the breathtaking conclusion.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review “A riveting, can’t-put-it-down, heart-pounding good
read. If you love suspense with enough twists and turns to tie you into knots,
this one’s for you.” —BookPage
ONE BY ONE, THEY’LL DIE . . . Twenty years ago, wild child Jessie Brentwood
vanished from St. Elizabeth’s high school. Most in Jessie’s tight circle of
friends believed she simply ran away. Few suspected that Jessie was hiding
a shocking secret—one that brought her into the crosshairs of a vicious killer
. . . UNTIL THERE’S NO ONE LEFT . . . Two decades pass before a body is
unearthed on school grounds and Jessie’s old friends reunite to talk. Most
are sure that the body is Jessie’s, that the mystery of what happened to her
has finally been solved. But soon, Jessie’s friends each begin to die in
horrible, freak accidents that defy explanation . . . BUT HER . . . Becca
Sutcliff has been haunted for years by unsettling visions of Jessie, certain her
friend met with a grisly end. Now the latest deaths have her rattled. Becca
can sense that an evil force is shadowing her too, waiting for just the right
moment to strike. She feels like she’s going crazy. Is it all a coincidence—or
has Jessie’s killer finally returned to finish what was started all those years
ago?
Wicked Dreams
Dangerous Passage (Southern Crimes Book #1)
Electric Blue
Hexes and O's
The Perfect Husband

Two of Lisa Kleypas's beloved novels, now available in one volume, A Season for Love.
In WALLFLOWER CHRISTMAS, Rafe Bowman comes to London for an arranged
marriage with the perfect aristocratic bride. But before the courtship can begin, Rafe
needs to learn the rules of London society. And when four former Wallflowers try to
make him into a gentleman, their plans go wildly astray. Winning a bride turns out to
be more complicated than Rafe Bowman anticipated as Christmas works in the most
unexpected ways . . . and changes the most cynical hearts. In MINE TIL MIDNIGHT,
Amelia Hathaway is the oldest of four sisters and has only one brother to drive her
mad. They live a genteel but impoverished life until they come into an unexpected
inheritance. Suddenly they have a title, a small fortune, and a ramshackle estate in
Hampshire. But they're completely unprepared for an upper-class life. Amelia does her
best to rein in her colorful and unmanageable siblings to match society's expectations.
Until the mysterious, extremely wealthy half-Gypsy Cam Rohan appears. Cam wants to
leave his civilized existence and return to his roots. The irresistible attraction between
Amelia and the exotically handsome Cam poses a huge problem for both of them--their
goals and lifestyles are incompatible. However, as Amelia deals with a multitude of
problems, including trying to save her alcoholic brother Leo from ruin, she finds
herself turning to Cam Rohan, whose friendship turns into a passion that neither of
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them can deny...
"Solidifies Jackson's status as the queen of the modern-day suspense thriller." --The
Providence Journal Kristi Bentz wants to write true crime. All she needs is that one
case that will take her to the top. She finds it when she enrolls at All Saints College
after learning that four girls have disappeared in less than two years. "Expect the
unexpected." --The Clarion Ledger All four girls were "lost souls"--troubled,
vulnerable girls with no one to care about them, no one to come looking for them if
they disappeared. The only person that believes Kristi is her ex-lover, Jay McKnight, a
professor on campus. The police think they're runaways, but Kristi senses there's
something that links them--something terrifying. . . "Jackson creates relentless
suspense. . .builds the tension to an unbearable and satisfying pitch." --Booklist As
Kristi gets deeper into her investigation, she gets the feeling she's being watched and
followed--studied, even. Then the bodies start turning up, and Kristi realizes she is
playing a game with a killer who has selected her for membership in a special club
from which there will be no escaping death. . . "Dark and disturbing." --The Roanoke
Times
In this #1 New York Times bestseller in Sue Grafton's Alphabet series, private
investigator Kinsey Millhone has her hands full when a job that should be easy money
takes a turn for the worse. Reba Lafferty was a daughter of privilege, the only child of
an adoring father. Nord Lafferty was already in his fifties when Reba was born, and he
could deny her nothing. Over the years, he quietly settled her many scrapes with the
law, but wasn't there for her when she was convicted of embezzlement and sent to the
California Institution for Women. Now, at thirty-two, she's about to be paroled, having
served twenty-two months of a four-year sentence. Her father wants to be sure Reba
stays straight, stays home and away from the drugs, the booze, and the gamblers... It
seems a straightforward assignment for Kinsey: babysit Reba until she settles in, make
sure she follows all the niceties of her parole. Maybe a week’s work. Nothing
untoward—the woman seems remorseful and friendly. And the money is good. But life
is never that simple, and Reba is out of prison less than twenty-four hours when one of
her old crowd comes circling round...
NOTHING’S MORE TERRIFYING . . . One by one, the victims are carefully
captured, toyed with, then subjected to a slow and agonizing death. Piece by piece, his
exquisite plan takes shape. The police can’t yet see the beauty in his work—but soon,
very soon, they will . . . THAN BEING LEFT ALONE . . . In the lonely woods around
Grizzly Falls, Montana, four bodies have been discovered. Detectives Selena Alvarez
and Regan Pescoli have been hoping for a career-making case, but this is a nightmare.
Even with the FBI involved, Selena and Regan have nothing to go on but a killer’s
cryptic notes, and the unsettling knowledge that there is much worse to come . . . TO
DIE . . . When Jillian Rivers opens her eyes, she’s trapped in a mangled car. Then a
stranger, claiming to be a trail guide named Zane MacGregor, pries her free. Though
she’s grateful, something about him sets Jillian on edge. And if she knew what lay out
there in the woods of Montana, she’d be truly terrified. Because someone is waiting . . .
watching . . . poised to strike and make Jillian the next victim . . .
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A Novel of Suspense
Inside Out
An FBI Profiler Novel
The Art of Everyday Life
Blind Spot

New York Times-Bestselling Author: A PI-in-training gets drawn into a dysfunctional family
fighting over money and murder… Some days are just weird city. Take today. Jane Kelly,
thirtysomething ex-bartender, current process server, and owner of The Binkster, a pug, is
dutifully putting in slave-labor hours working for Dwayne Durbin, local “information
specialist” (i.e., private investigator), and on the road to becoming a P.I. herself. Next thing
she knows she’s socializing with the Purcells, a rich, eccentric family with a penchant for
going crazy and/or dying in spectacularly mysterious ways. From what Jane can tell, the
Purcells all want Orchid Purcell’s money. And when Orchid turns up in a pool of blood, the
free-for-all has just begun. Then when Jane finds a second body, it seems weird city is about
to get even weirder—and a lot more deadly… In her second smash outing, Nancy Bush's
wickedly funny heroine, Jane Kelly, proves herself a worthy successor to Stephanie Plum, but
with a wit, style, and dog that are definitely all her own. “With her clever ability to handle the
zaniest of life’s circumstances, Jane won’t disappoint readers.”—Publishers Weekly “Move
over Stephanie Plum, Jane Kelly has arrived!”—Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Times-bestselling
author of You Betrayed Me “[A] funny, feisty, immensely likable new heroine.”—Laura
Levine, author of Death of a Gigolo
From the bestselling Sisters of Suspense, the final installment in their New York Times and
USA Today bestselling series featuring a cult-like group of women with psychic abilities reissued for the first time since its original release a decade ago! THE GREATEST
TERRORS Elizabeth Gaines Ellis is an ordinary suburban wife and mother. That's what she
tells herself as she flits between her realtor job, yoga class, and caring for her daughter,
Chloe. But for months now, Elizabeth has worried that she's far from normal...that she's
somehow the cause of a series of brutal, horrible deaths. ARE THE ONES Her mean-spirited
boss. A bullying traffic cop. Her cheating husband. Elizabeth had reason to be angry with
them all. She didn't mean for them to die. No one will take her fears seriously--except the
private investigator prying into her past... TOO CLOSE TO SEE The more scared and angry
Elizabeth becomes, the higher the death toll grows. But those who wrong her aren't the only
ones in danger. Because others have secrets too, and a relentless urge to kill without mercy or
remorse...
What would you do if the man of your dreams hides the soul of a killer? Jim Beckett was
everything she'd ever dreamed of . . . But two years after Tess married the decorated cop and
bore his child, she helped put him behind bars for savagely murdering ten women. Even
locked up in a maximum security prison, he vowed he would come after her and make her
pay. Now the cunning killer has escaped—and the most dangerous game of all begins. . . .
After a lifetime of fear, Tess will do something she's never done before. She's going to learn to
protect her daughter and fight back, with the help of a burned-out ex-marine. As the largest
manhunt four states have ever seen mobilizes to catch Beckett, the clock winds down to the
terrifying reunion between husband and wife. And Tess knows that this time, her only choices
are to kill—or be killed.
X-Men meets Spy Kids in this instant New York Times bestseller! Here’s the first book in a
new middle-grade fantasy/adventure series from the author of The Unwanteds. Fifteen years
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ago, eight supernatural criminals fled Estero City to make a new life in an isolated tropical
hideout. Over time, seven of them disappeared without a trace, presumed captured or killed.
And now, the remaining one has died. Left behind to fend for themselves are the criminals’
five children, each with superpowers of their own: Birdie can communicate with animals.
Brix has athletic abilities and can heal quickly. Tenner can swim like a fish and can see in the
dark and hear from a distance. Seven’s skin camouflages to match whatever is around him.
Cabot hasn’t shown signs of any unusual power—yet. Then one day Birdie finds a map among
her father’s things that leads to a secret stash. There is also a note: Go to Estero, find your
mother, and give her the map. The five have lived their entire lives in isolation. What would it
mean to follow the map to a strange world full of things they’ve only heard about, like cell
phones, cars, and electricity? A world where, thanks to their parents, being supernatural is a
crime?
A Red Princess Mystery
Every Kind of Wicked
A Novel
R is for Ricochet
Map of Flames (The Forgotten Five, Book 1)
Each title in The Applause Libretto Library Series presents a Broadway
musical with fresh packaging in a 6 x 9 trade paperback format. Each
Complete Book and Lyrics is approved by the writers and attractively
designed with color photo inserts from the Broadway production. All titles
include introduction and foreword by renowned Broadway musical
experts. Long before Dorothy dropped in, two other girls meet in the Land
of Oz. One, born with emerald green skin, is smart, fiery, and
misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious, and very popular. The
story of how these two unlikely friends end up as the Wicked Witch of the
West and Glinda the Good Witch makes for the most spellbinding new
musical in years.
The New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author of the explosively
sexy Inside Out and the Secret Life of Amy Bensen series will seduce you
with this sultry tale of possession and ecstasy, wild fantasies and
dangerous secrets—first in the racy and suspenseful Careless Whispers
series. Ella awakes alone in Italy, no longer sure of who she is. One thing
is certain: a gorgeous man has claimed her as his own. He’s tall, dark, and
sexy, the kind of rich, powerful man who makes a girl long to be
possessed. And possess her he does, whispering wicked promises in her
ear, indulging her deepest desires, stealing her trust—and her cautious
heart. Soon, though, she discovers that nothing is as it seems. The truth
will shatter her world, but it will also set her free…if it doesn’t destroy her
first. New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Lisa Renee
Jones, whose searing novels generate “enough heat...to start a fire” (RT
Book Reviews), dares you to fall in love with her irresistibly surprising and
scandalously erotic new series.
A bartender-turned-process server chases after a missing suspect in this
“fun, frantic, sexy murder mystery” (Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Timesbestselling author of You Betrayed Me). Jane Kelly is through following
men. She left Southern California for the murky quaintness of Lake
Chinook, Oregon, apparently so she could trade her bartending skills for
much more glamorous work process serving. And the boyfriend, of course,
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is long gone. But things have been looking a little brighter lately. Her
hobby doing PI work is kind of fun, especially when she lands a real
case—that pays real money. But the case is about Bobby Reynolds, best
friend of Tim Murphy, the only guy she’s never gotten over. Everyone
except Tim believed Bobby murdered his young family—isn't that why he
vanished? Now Tim’s coming home and Jane’s on her way to talk to
Bobby’s father. Looks like Jane’ll be trailing men after all—this time with
a tape recorder and a camera. To top it off, she’s being trailed herself, by
a homely pug named Binky, left to her by a distant relative. With a job
she’s learning as she goes along and her ex back in town, Jane’s life just
went from stress-free to completely stressed-out. And then there's the
dead body… “Jane will win readers’ hearts as she tries to sort out a crime,
her love life, and the aspirations of a pug named Binky.”—Carolyn Hart,
New York Times-bestselling author of Walking on My Grave “Funny sex
scenes, good drinks and a likable dog lift Bush’s first Jane Kelly
mystery.”—Publishers Weekly
The night that changed everything...
Books 1-4
A Season for Love
The Complete Colony Series
Wicked Ways
Last Girl Standing

A pregnant woman is on the run from an escaped serial killer plotting revenge in
this thriller by the New York Times–bestselling authors of Wicked Game. If At
First You Don’t Succeed For two years, Justice Turnbull has paced his room at
Halo Valley Security Hospital, planning to escape. Justice has a mission—one that
began with a vicious murder two decades ago. And there are so many others who
must be sent back to the hell that spawned them . . . Kill . . . Laura Adderley
didn’t plan to get pregnant by her soon-to-be ex-husband, though she’ll do
anything to protect her baby. But now reporter Harrison Frost is asking
questions about the mysterious group of women who live at Siren Song lodge.
Harrison hasn’t figured out Laura’s connection to the story yet. But Justice
knows. And he is coming . . . Then Kill Again . . . All her life, Laura has been able
to sense approaching evil. But that won't stop a psychopath bent on destroying
her. Justice has been unleashed, and this time, there will be no place safe to hide
. . . “Wicked Lies is a riveting, can’t-put-it-down, heart-pounding good read. If
you love suspense with enough twists and turns to tie you into knots, this one’s
for you.” —BookPage “The affable protagonists maintain their individual identities
as their romance sizzles to life, and several subplots add depth to this . . . deftly
plotted and enticing read.” —Publishers Weekly
When two Jane Does are killed on the outskirts of Atlanta, Georgia, detective and
behavioral specialist Avery North discovers they share something in common--a
tattoo of a magnolia on their shoulders. Suspecting a serial killer, Avery joins
forces with medical examiner Jackson Bryant to solve the crimes and prevent
another murder. But it doesn't take long for them to realize that there is much
more to the case than meets the eye. As they venture deep into a sinister world
of human trafficking, Avery and Jackson are taken to the very edge of their
abilities--and their hearts. Dangerous Passage exposes a fully-realized and
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frightening world where every layer peeled back reveals more challenges ahead.
Romantic suspense fans will be hooked from the start by Lisa Harris's first
installment of the new Southern Crimes series.
Laura Adderley didn't plan to get pregnant by her soon-to-be ex-husband, though
she'll do anything to protect her baby. But now reporter Harrison DeWitt is asking
questions about the mysterious group of women who live at Siren Song lodge.
Harrison hasn't figured out Laura's connection to the story yet. But psychopath
Justice Turnbull knows. And he is coming.
An edge-of-your-seat thriller featuring Selena Alvarez and Regan Pescoli from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Left to Die. He’ll Choose Them . . .
Detective Regan Pescoli has worked the “Star Crossed Killer” case for months,
never imagining she’d be captured by the madman she’s been hunting. Regan
knows exactly what he’s capable of—and avoiding the same fate will take every
drop of her courage and cunning. Abduct Them . . . Regan Pescoli is unlike any
woman Nate Santana has met before. But now she’s missing, and Nate knows
something is dangerously wrong. The only person who can help him find her is
Detective Selena Alvarez, Regan’s partner. As Nate and Selena dig deeper into
the Star-Crossed Killer case and the body count rises, the truth about Regan’s
disappearance becomes chillingly clear. And Kill Them . . . In the desolate
Montana woods, evil is lurking. And with time running out, the only way to save
Regan will be to get inside a killer’s twisted mind and unravel a shocking
message that is being revealed, one body at a time . . . Praise for Lisa Jackson
and her novels “Lisa Jackson shows yet again why she is one of the best . . . A
pure nail biter.”—Harlan Coben on You Don’t Want to Know “[A] huge OMG
reveal. Fans of Lisa Gardner, Paula Hawkins, and J.T. Ellison will devour this onesitting nail-biter.”—Library Journal (starred review) on Liar, Liar
Lost Souls
Left to Die
Wicked
Unseen
THE MCCAFFERTYS: THORNE

Three New York Times bestselling authors unite their talents in this riveting novel of
family secrets, obsession, and murder. As fear and distrust spread through Prairie Creek,
soon all the Dillingers, and those closest to them, are targets—and suspects. A killer has
been honing his skill, feeding his fury, and waiting for the moment when the Dillingers
come home—to die . . . In Blood Ira Dillinger, the family’s wealthy patriarch, has
summoned his children home for his upcoming wedding. Eldest son, Colton, and his
siblings don’t approve of their father’s gold-digging bride-to-be. But someone is making
his displeasure felt in terrifying ways, setting fires just like in the past. Only this time,
there will be no survivors. Will Be Rewarded Twenty years ago, a fire ravaged the
Dillinger family’s old homestead, killing Judd Dillinger and crippling his girlfriend.
Most people blamed a serial arsonist who’d been seen around town. But strange things
are happening in Prairie Creek, Wyoming, again. A Killer’s Patience “This collaborative
novel has all the tension and suspense that Jackson fans expect. The web of family ties
and secrets creates a strong plot. Readers who enjoy shows like Criminal Minds will find
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the serial killer satisfyingly scary.”—RT Book Reviews “Sinister reads as if penned by a
single author, so kudos to each of thecollaborators.”—Mystery Scene
Noah hasn’t been the same since the day Brianna died three years ago. When an intruder
breaks into his house, he realizes a painful truth—he believed an elaborate lie. She’s alive
and well. So many questions, not enough answers. But who’s to blame for these wicked
games?
As people close to her start to die horrible deaths, Kara, who is slowly and surely
unraveling, believes she is the killer?s ultimate target.
In this mesmerizing new novel from bestselling author Lisa Black, the discovery of a
young man’s corpse leads forensics expert Maggie Gardiner and Cleveland detective
Jack Renner into a dark and dangerous web of lies . . . Life and death have brought
Maggie Gardiner full circle, back to the Erie Street Cemetery where she first entered Jack
Renner’s orbit. Eight months ago, she learned what Jack would do in the name of justice.
More unsettling still, she discovered how far she would go to cover his tracks. Now a
young man sprawls atop a snowy grave, his heart shredded by a single wound. A key card
in the victim’s wallet leads to the local university’s student housing—and to a grieving
girlfriend with an unsettling agenda. Maggie’s struggle to appease her conscience is
complicated by her ex-husband, Rick, who’s convinced that Jack is connected to a series
of vigilante killings. Also a homicide detective, Rick investigates what seems like a
routine overdose on Cleveland’s West Side; but here, too, the appearance belies a deeper
truth. Rick’s case and Jack’s merge onto the trail of a shadowy, pill-pushing physician
who is everywhere and nowhere at once, while Maggie and Jack uncover a massive
financial shakedown hiding in plain sight. And when Rick’s bloody fingerprint is found
at another murder scene, Maggie’s world comes undone in a violent, irreversible torrent
of events . . .
Flower Net
The Girl Who Survived
Mine Tonight (Mills & Boon Kimani) (The Blue Dynasty, Book 4)
Chosen To Die
Ominous
Royalty Protection Team officer Robert Finlay is looking forward to a quieter
life, when two police officers are killed and their links to his own past becomes
clear ... putting everyone's lives in danger. A startlingly authentic debut ... first
in a page-turning, searing new series. **NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER**
**Shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey New Blood Dagger** **LoveReading
Debut of the Month** 'Terse, tense and vivid writing. Matt Johnson is a brilliant
new name in the world of thrillers. And he's going to be a big name' Peter
James 'From the first page to the last, an authentic, magnetic and completely
absorbing read' Sir Ranulph Fiennes ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲ 2001. Age is
catching up with Robert Finlay, a police officer on the Royalty Protection team
based in London. He's looking forward to returning to uniform policing and a
less stressful life with his new family. But fate has other plans. Finlay's deeply
traumatic, carefully concealed past is about to return to haunt him. A
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policeman is killed by a bomb blast, and a second is gunned down in his own
driveway. Both of the murdered men were former Army colleagues from
Finlay's own SAS regiment, and in a series of explosive events, it becomes clear
that he is not the ordinary man that his colleagues, friends and new family
think he is. And so begins a game of cat and mouse ‒ a wicked game, in which
Finlay is the target, forced to test his long-buried skills in a fight against a
determined and unidentified enemy. Wicked Game is a taut, action-packed,
emotive thriller about a man who might be your neighbour, a man who is
forced to confront his past in order to face a threat that may wipe out his
future, a man who is willing to do anything to protect the people he loves. But
is it too late? ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲ 'Utterly compelling and dripping with
authenticity. This summer's must-read thriller' J S Law 'Out of terrible personal
circumstances, Matt Johnson has written a barnstormer of a thriller. Nothing is
clear-cut in a gripping labyrinthine plot, which ‒ despite thrills and spills
aplenty ‒ never falls short of believable' David Young 'Wicked Game has the
authenticity I look for in a thriller. While the plot kept me turning pages, the
characters made me care. Matt writes like a man who has lived it' Kevin Maurer
'Johnson litters his tale with the plotting equivalent of incendiaries: cops we
don't quite trust, a career that came abruptly to an end, a secret needing to be
kept ... Gripping stuff' New Welsh Review
The New York Times bestselling author of The Babysitter crafts a chilling thriller
full of twists and surprises . . . I couldn't put it down! (Lisa Jackson). She
woke up with no memories . . . She wakes up in a hospital room . . . bruised . . .
bloody . . . confused. She knows her name is Gemma La Porte̶but that's all.
She doesn't remember smashing her car. She doesn't remember anything from
the last three days. But a policeman, Deputy Will Tanninger, is waiting for
answers and wants to know if she's responsible for a fatal hit-and-run . . . But
remembering her past could kill her . . . Hoping to restore her shattered
memory, Gemma has no choice but to put her trust in Will. But if it turns out
she's guilty of murder, he has no choice but to arrest her. Torn by her growing
feelings for Will, and haunted by her shadowy past, Gemma is determined to
learn the truth. But, in this case, the darkest truths are unknowable̶and the
deadliest enemies are unseen . . . An eerie suspense novel woven with a
compelling romance and a touch of the supernatural . . . the plot takes a darker,
more sinister turn, and the terrifying denouement will have readers riveted.
̶Publishers Weekly An imaginative mystery that will beguile the reader . . .
The suspense continues to build through the twisted maze of Gemma's
memories to what can only be described as a shocking conclusion. Unseen is,
quite simply, an electrifying thriller. ̶Mysterious Reviews
Inherited: One haunted house; One witch s manual; One mandatory to do
list. Not Inherited: One hunky neighbor; One memory-challenged ghost; One
set of town gossips When down-on-her-luck costume designer Remington
Smith receives a surprise inheritance, she must return to the town she swore to
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forget. And complete a list of mandatory projects. And learn to cast magic
spells. Magic spells? Too bad the hunky guy next door keeps getting in the way.
After a tornado ravages a small town, Jason Hart purchases ninety percent of
the property as a cooperate training ground for Think Tank Innovations. But his
first renovation crew quits. Then another. And another. They all say ghosts are
running amok̶and the whole town is hexed with an anti-love spell. Except
Jason doesn t believe in ghosts or (anti) love spells. And given how drawn he
is to his spunky new neighbor, that doesn t seem likely to change anytime
soon. While Remington works to complete her inherited to-do-list, avoid falling
for her playboy neighbor, and learn how to cast spells that don t backfire, she
discovers a deadly mystery involving the orphanage where she grew up. A
mystery so deadly that Jason starts trying to shove her out of town and out of
his life. But Remington has never been good at taking orders.
After spending the past two years in and out of Seattle mental institutions,
unable to remember the details of her son's disappearance, Ava returns home
and, secretly visiting a hypnotist, discovers that her son may still be alive.
One Last Breath
Paranormal Romantic Comedy
One Step Too Far
Denial
You Don't Want to Know
From the New York Times bestselling author of Devil in Disguise, the first book in
her beloved Wallflowers series. The Wallflowers: four young ladies at the side of
the ballroom make a pact to help each other find husbands . . . no matter what it
takes. Proud and beautiful Annabelle Peyton could have her pick of suitors—if
only she had a dowry. Her family is on the brink of disaster, and the only way
Annabelle can save them is to marry a wealthy man. Unfortunately her most
persistent admirer is the brash Simon Hunt, a handsome and ambitious
entrepreneur who wants her as his mistress. Annabelle is determined to resist
Simon's wicked propositions, but she can't deny her attraction to the boldly
seductive rogue, any more than he can resist the challenge she presents. As they
try to outmaneuver each other, they find themselves surrendering to a love more
powerful than they could have ever imagined. But fate may have other plans—and
it will take all of Annabelle's courage to face a peril that could destroy everything
she holds dear.
A pregnant detective investigates murders tied to a strange group of women in
this thriller by the New York Times–bestselling authors of Wicked Lies. You Sense
Him Some refer to it as the Colony. To others, it’s a cult. But few locals in the
Oregon coastal hamlet of Deception Bay have ever been invited to the inner
sanctum of Siren Song. Even the sisters who live here, far from strangers who
might recoil at their unnerving psychic abilities, don’t know all the terrors buried
within its walls… You Fear Him Eight months into a surrogate pregnancy for her
sister, Kristina, Detective Savannah Dunbar just wants to wrap up paperwork
before taking medical leave. But her department’s investigation into a brutal
double homicide has suddenly become much more complex—and personal. And
now there are disturbing rumors about the Colony, its matriarch, and a long
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history of bitter secrets... But You Can Never Stop Him Death has come to Siren
Song before. But this time there will be no refuge and no remorse. For everything
born in wickedness must die that way—and a killer will not rest until he has
claimed them all… “[A] superb supernatural thriller…. A masterpiece of romantic
suspense with enough twists and turns to keep the reader eagerly anticipating the
breathtaking conclusion.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
“An exciting, compelling thriller with a winding plot that keeps you captivated
until the end” from the New York Times bestselling author of Unseen (Fresh
Fiction). What you don't see . . . The crime scene at an Oregon rest stop is brutal
beyond belief—a young man's lifeless body cut to ribbons, and his pregnant
girlfriend left alive but comatose . . . What you don't know . . . Psychologist Claire
Norris is assigned to treat the survivor at a private mental hospital. But there are
no clues to the identity of the catatonic “Jane Doe.” A difficult job only becomes
more complicated with the arrival of ex-homicide detective Langdon Stone, who
questions Claire's every move. Can kill you Reluctantly working together, Claire
and Lang begin to unravel the chilling truth about a twisted case—one with ties to
a killer who is right in their midst, eager to see a mission of evil through to its
terrifying end . . . “Engrossing . . . twists you won't see coming!” —Karen Rose,
New York Times bestselling author Praise for Nancy Bush's Unseen “Full of twists
and surprises . . . I couldn't put it down!” —Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Times
bestselling author “An eerie suspense novel woven with a compelling romance . . .
the terrifying denouement will have readers riveted.” —Publishers Weekly “A
creative and mysterious tale with a number of twists, including a surprise
ending.” —Romantic Times
From the bestselling Sisters of Suspense, the first installment in their New York
Times and USA Today bestselling series featuring a cult-like group of women with
psychic abilities--repackaged and republished for the first time since its original
release twelve years ago! In the Oregon coastal hamlet of Deception Bay stands a
mysterious lodge. Some call it the Colony; others whisper that it's a cult. To the
women who live there, it's a refuge. But a killer knows their secrets--and will
make sure they never feel safe again... ONE BY ONE, THEY'LL DIE... Twenty
years ago, wild child Jessie Brentwood vanished from St. Elizabeth's high school.
Most in Jessie's tight circle of friends believed she simply ran away. Few
suspected that Jessie was hiding a shocking secret--one that brought her into the
crosshairs of a vicious killer... UNTIL THERE'S NO ONE LEFT... Two decades
pass before a body is unearthed on school grounds and Jessie's old friends reunite
to talk. Most are sure the body is Jessie' and that the mystery of what happened to
her has finally been solved. But soon, Jessie's friends each begin to die in horrible,
freak accidents that defy explanation... BUT HER... Becca Sutcliff has been
haunted for years by unsettling visions of Jessie, certain her friend met with a
grisly end. Now the latest deaths have her rattled. Becca can sense that an evil
force is shadowing her too, waiting for just the right moment to strike. She feels
like she's going crazy. Is it all a coincidence--or has Jessie's killer finally returned
to finish what was started all those years ago?
Wabi Sabi
Candy Apple Red
Sinister
Wicked Game
The Complete Book and Lyrics of the Broadway Musical

New York Times bestselling Sisters of Suspense join forces for a gripping
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standalone novel about a clique of popular girls whose high school friendship is
marked by a tragedy that continues to haunt them decades later. Jackson and Bush
take the reader’s hand and twist them through this shocking tale of suspense. “An
increasingly tense race to find who’s doing the killing—and who’s going to survive.”
—The Oregonian First they were five. Then they were four. Whose turn will it be
next? At Bristol High they were an elite clique known as the Five Firsts: Amanda,
Bailey, Carmen, Delta and Zora . . . ABCD & Z. They could have accepted their
classmate, Emmy, as "E", but with her bookish disposition and her embarrassing
status of scholarship student to boot, they rejected her and chose wealthy Zora
instead. At a pre-graduation party just before the end of senior year, Lance Ventura,
the hottest guy in school, falls down an embankment toward the river and is barely
rescued in time to save his life. One of the Five Firsts, Carman, rushes to save him,
but isn't so lucky. Her sudden death causes a community to mourn and rumors of
foul play to swirl, but the tragedy is ruled an accident. Fast forward ten years and
the classmates all meet again at the high school reunion. Some of them have had
good fortune in their lives. Others, not so much. PRAISE FOR LISA JACKSON AND
NANCY BUSH “Superb . . . a masterpiece of romantic suspense.” —Publishers
Weekly (starred review) on Something Wicked “A chilling thriller with enough false
leads to keep readers enthralled to the finish.” —Library Journal on One Last Breath
New York Times bestselling masters of pulse-pounding suspense Lisa Jackson and
Nancy Bush reunite in a gripping stand-alone thriller set in the eerie world of The
Colony, a haven for a group of women marked for death by a madman. On the wild
Oregon coast, tucked between the mountains and the sea, stands Siren Song, home
to a group of women known as The Colony. Their aunt hoped the isolated lodge
would be a sanctuary, a place where she could protect them and their special gifts.
But nowhere is safe from the man who has marked them for death . . . The note
pinned to the dead body found on the remote beach has no name, just Ravinia
Rutledge’s phone number and the words “Next of Kin.” Ravinia insists she doesn’t
recognize the man on the mortuary slab, but she suspects Detective Nev Rhodes
doesn’t believe her. He can tell that she’s one of them—the Siren Song women. Five
years after moving away from The Colony, Ravinia has carved out a life as a private
investigator whose specialty is helping others locate their missing loved ones. Yet
sometimes, it’s better if the missing are never found. “Good Time Charlie” is the
name given to a monster from her past, a man whom she and her sisters hoped was
gone forever. But the dead man on the beach is a sign that Charlie has merely been
waiting, preparing to fulfill his mission to rid the world of the Siren Song
women—and anyone else who gets in his way. Rhodes has his own reasons for being
fascinated with The Colony and its surroundings—a place marked by unexplained
deaths and tragedies. Rhodes plays by the rules, but there are forces at work here
that defy notions of law and order. And despite Ravinia’s reluctance to team up with
Nev, it’s the only way to stop an adversary determined to see that each and every
member of The Colony will die at his hands . . .
The #1 international bestseller reminiscent of After I’m Gone, Sister, Before I Go to
Sleep, and The Silent Wife—an intricately plotted, thoroughly addictive thriller that
introduces a major new voice in suspense fiction—a mesmerizing and powerful
novel that will keep you guessing to the very end. No one has ever guessed Emily’s
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secret. Will you? A happy marriage. A beautiful family. A lovely home. So what
makes Emily Coleman get up one morning and walk right out of her life—to start
again as someone new? Now, Emily has become Cat, working at a hip advertising
agency in London and living on the edge with her inseparable new friend, Angel.
Cat’s buried any trace of her old self so well, no one knows how to find her. But she
can't bury the past—or her own memories. And soon, she’ll have to face the truth of
what she's done—a shocking revelation that may push her one step too far. . . .
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Holly Black comes a dark mystery set in a secret
New Orleans voodoo society. Claire Kincaid would love to be normal. But as a
descendant of Marie Laveau, the most powerful voodoo queen in history, that’s just
not possible. Even worse, Claire’s lack of interest in the craft makes her an outsider
in her community, putting her secret romance with the voodoo Guild leader’s son at
odds. But when mysterious strangers start requesting black market items from local
voodoo shops, including the one her family owns, Claire decides to investigate. With
the help of some unlikely allies and her gorgeous boyfriend, Claire must uncover the
dark truths her family has kept hidden from her and unravel a dangerous plot that
threatens to destroy every member of the Guild, including her family and the boy
she loves.
Something Wicked
Secrets of a Summer Night
This Wicked Game
2-in-1
Wicked Games
THE PAST IS NEVER TOO FAR BEHIND… When Thorne McCafferty rushes home to
the family ranch, he is thinking only about whether his sister Randi will survive the car
wreck that has put her in the hospital. He never expects that Randi's E.R. doctor will be
Nicole Stevenson. Nicole has never forgotten the teenage passion she shared with
Thorne… or the sting of his unexplained rejection. Now she's all grown up̶but he still
affects her in the very same way. Will they both be able to move beyond their pasts for
a second chance at a happy ending?
In the Oregon coastal hamlet of Deception Bay stands a mysterious lodge. Some call it
the Colony; others whisper that itʼs a cult. To the women who live there, itʼs a refuge.
But a killer knows their secrets̶and will make sure they never feel safe again . . .
WICKED GAME Twenty years after Becca Hudsonʼs friend, Jessie, vanished from St.
Elizabethʼs high school, a body is unearthed on school grounds. Far from solving the
mystery, the discovery unleashes a string of new, horrible accidents. Is it
coincidence̶or has Jessie's murderer returned to finish what was started years ago?
WICKED LIES Laura Adderley didn't plan to get pregnant, though she'll do anything to
protect her baby. But now a reporter is asking questions about the lodge. And while he
figures out Laura's connection to the story, Laura can sense a psychopath bent on her
destruction . . . SOMETHING WICKED Detective Savannah Dunbar just wants to wrap
up paperwork before taking medical leave. But her department's investigation into a
double homicide has suddenly become personal. There are disturbing rumors about the
Colony, its matriarch, and its history. Yet Savannah knows theyʼre no match for the
wicked truth . . . WICKED WAYS Elizabeth Gaines Ellis wants to believe sheʼs just an
ordinary suburban wife and mother. Yet for months, sheʼs worried that she's the cause
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of a series of brutal deaths. No one takes her seriously̶except the private investigator
prying into her past. But others have secrets too, and a relentless urge to kill without
remorse . . .
A society wedding interrupted by deadly violence sends the bride into hiding in this
romantic thriller by two New York Times bestselling authors. Rory Abernathyʼs wedding
to Liam Bastian was supposed to be the event of the season. Instead, it was a
bloodbath. Rory fled after stabbing a masked intruder, just before a gunman opened fire
on the wedding party. Five years on, Rory still has no idea who was behind the attacks.
Fearful she and her daughter remain targets, sheʼs made a new life far from Liam and
the wealthy, powerful Bastians. But even in remote Point Roberts, Washington, Rory
canʼt hide from the past. Liam tracks her down, stunned to learn they have a child. Did
someone in Roryʼs family try to kill him for his portion of the Bastian estate? As they
gradually overcome distrust in search of the truth, Rory knows one thing for certain:
someone is watching her… Time has passed, but the killerʼs need for vengeance
hasnʼt. And as a nightmare stirs to life again, Rory will find that this time, thereʼs
nowhere left to run . . .
A secret from their youth plunges three adult women into a deadly nightmare in this
suspense thriller by three New York Times‒bestselling authors. NO WARNING In the
photograph, three teenaged girls splash in the lake on a sweltering summer evening.
Shiloh, Kat, and Ruth are unaware of the man who spies on them from the woods. They
have no idea how their lives will be changed by the brutal violence that follows̶and
the vow of secrecy they take. CAN PREPARE YOU Fifteen years later, Ruth and Shiloh
have both returned to Prairie Creek, Wyoming, where Kat is deputy sheriff. Though
theyʼve tried to leave their shared past behind, each has the feeling that someone is
lurking in the shadows. When a local girl vanishes, Kat is convinced thereʼs a
connection to that long-ago night. But as the friends unite to find the missing teenager,
a killer sends a chilling message. FOR A KILLERʼS VENGEANCE Heʼs still there. And
he hasnʼt forgotten. For so long heʼs made do with other victims, but they canʼt compare
to the ones who got away. The ones who keep searching for him, blind to the terrifying
truth that they are not the hunters, but his prey . . . Praise for Sinister “This collaborative
novel has all the tension and suspense that Jackson fans expect. The web of family ties
and secrets creates a strong plot. Readers who enjoy shows like Criminal Minds will
find the serial killer satisfyingly scary.” ̶RT Book Reviews
A Riveting Novel of Suspense with a Shocking Twist
Wicked Lies
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